SOME RELATIONS BETWEEN ALMOST SYMPLECTIC, PSEUDO-RIEMANNIAN AND ALMOST PRODUCT STRUCTURES ON DIFFERENTIAL SPACES

Dedicated to the memory of Professor Edward Otto
In this paper sone natural relations between alnost product and pseudo-Riemannian structures on a differential space in the sense of Sikorski [3] are studied. One has showed that only pseudo-Riemannian metric g, with signature (n,n), and alnost symplectic for» u nay be mutually t-compactible on 2n-dimensional differential space, where t is an alnost product structure on (M,C) of dimension (n.n) solely possible. One has showed also, that such three structures nutually connected may be given equivalently by sone tensor field T on (M,C) . of type (2,0).
Q. Let C be a non-empty set of real functions defined on a set M. We will denote by T^ the weakest topology on H such that all function in C are continuous. For any subset A of M we denote by C^ the set of all real functions f defined on A and such that for every point pcA there exists a neighbourhood U er of p and a function g e C such that flAnU = glAnU.
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The set C is said to be a differential structure on M provided that (a) the set C is closed with respect to localization, i.e., C = c M .
(b) the set C is closed with respect to composition with smooth iunctions, i.e., if aj,...,ane C and u is snooth real function defined on the n-dimensional Euclidean space R n , then u • laj,..,,a ) £ C.
By a differential space we shall mean any pair (H,C), where M is a set and C is a differential structure on M 13).
is a differential space and A is an arbitrary non-empty subset of M then (A,C^) is also a differential space. By a vector tangent to (M,C) at a point peM we shall mean any linear mapping
We will denote by TpM the set of all tangent vectors at a given point p € M and by TM the disjoint sum of all linear spaces TpM,
Let (M,C) and (N,D) be differential spaces. A mapping f: M • N is said to be smooth provided a»f € C for every aeD.
By KM) we denote the C-module of ell smooth vector fields tangent to (M,C). Ue say that a differential space (M,C) has differential dimension n if dim TpM = n for any point p e M and for any point p e M there exists an open set U 3 p in TQ and Cy-basis X|,...,X e 3E(U) of Cy-mpdule I1U). 
where 6 is a unit tensor field on (M,C), this means 6 x = <51T X M = = idj ^ . Next let (2) V x = Im P x and U x = Im Q x for x e M, as well as let ' (1, 1) . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) t is an almost product structure on M,
(ii) P x = P x (resp. Q^ = Q x > for any * e H, (iii) P x . Q x = Q x « P x = 0 X for any x e M, (iv) t x . P x = P x (resp. t x « Q x = -Q x ) for any x e M.
(v) Im P x = ker Q x (resp. Im Q x = ker P ) for any x e M.
Let us observe that if t is an almost product structure on M then for any x € M T X M = W x ® U x as well as TM = W ® U, this means that TM is the Whitney sum of subbundle V and U defined in -1141 - Now assume that on M is given an almost product structure t.
An almost product structure t on M is said to be a ^-symmetric
for any xeM and v,ue T X M, and t is said to be a $-skew-symmetric almost product structure on M if
for any x € M and v,u e T X M.
Evidently (5) is equivalent to
for any xeM and v,ueT x M. Therefore, in this case, one says that $ is compactible with t.
It is easy to prove Lemma 2. An almost product structure t on M is
and t is skew-symmetric iff
for any x e M and v,u e T X M, where P = j 15 + t).
Observe that Lemma 2 holds if instead of P in (7) and (8) we put Q, where Q = \ {6 -t).
3. Now let u be an almost symplectic form on a differential space (M,C). Then the pair ((H,C),u) we will call an almost symplectic differential space. 
for any x e M and v,u e T X M. Hence t = P -Q is an w-skew symmetric almost product structure on M.
4. Let now g be a pseudo-Riemanian metric with the signature (n,n) on a differential space (M,C). 
for any xeM and v,ueT x M. Hence t = P -Q is a g-skew-symmetric almost product structure on M. for any x € M and v,u e T X M.
From (11) and (12) Observe that putting in (11) t = 2P -<5 we get the equivalent identity
Next putting in (11) t = <5 -2Q we get the equivalent identity
for any x e M and v,u e T X M.
Using now Lemma 2, (8) and (4) we .get i(v,u) = 0. because P 2 = P* and Q 2 = Q. Hence V and U are i-isotropic subbundles of TM.
Conversely, let t be an alaost product structure on M and let TM = V • U be the Whitney sua of f-isotropic subbundles V and U. Now for an arbitrary xcH and v,ueT x M we have the identity
Hence, by assuaption and because P x ' v ' e anc ' c ^x
any v e T X M, we get
Putting in (13) Q = <5 -P we get
or equivalently
4(t (v),u) = -•(v,t (u))
IOT any x e M and v,u e T X M.
Fro« (11) we get iamediately Corollary 7. If tensor fields • and $ are t-coapactible and t is $-skew-symmetric alaost product structure on H, then the subbundles V and U oi TM are • and $-isotropic at the saae tiae. Moreover t has diaension (n,n), where dia M = 2n.
The above considerations lead to the following Corollary 8. Let (M,u) be an alaost syaplectic differential space of constant differential diaension 2n. Then only a pseudo-Riemannian metric g with the signature (n,n) may be t-compactible with w. Furthermore t is then w-skew-symmetric almost product structure on M of dimension (n,n). for any v,ueT x M and xeM, whereas a symmetric part of T is a pseudo-Riemannian metric g on M with the signature (n,n), this means that
for any v,u € T x M and xeM.
Proof.
From (14) and (9) for u = $ we get
for any xeM and v,u e T X M. Hence we get (15).
Similarly, from (14) and (11) for w = $ we get
for any x € M and v,u e T X M. Hence we get (16).
Observe that we have the identity
what shows that g and w are t-compactible.
7. Let now (M,g) be a pseudo-Riemannian differential space of constant differential dimension 2n and of signature (n,n).
Assume that t is g-skew-symmetric almost product structure on M.
for any x e M and v,u e T x M, we define a tensor field T on M of type (2,0).
Similarly as Proposition 10 we prove Proposition 11. The symmetric part of tensor field T, defined by (17), coincide with g, this means that
for any xeM and v,u e T x M, whereas a skew-symmetric part of T is an almost symplectic form on M. This means that
for any x e M and v,u e T x M. Moreover g and w are t-compactible, this means that w(v,u) = g(t (v).u) for any x e M and v,u e T x M.
Observe now that we have also the identities (v,u) for any x e M and v.u e T x M. Hence T = T. It is easy to observe that if (M,T) is a SRP-diiferential space then there exists a smooth tensor field P on M of type
for any x e M and v,u e T x M, where w = A(T).
From (19) it follows that rank P x = n for any x e M. Now we will prove Proposition 13. The tensor field P on M of type From (20) and (21) we get the identity
for any x e M and v,u € T x M. Hence, for any x e M, u e U and v e T x M we get the identity (22) w((P x -P x )(v),u) = 0.
From (22) it follows that for any x" e M and v e T X M (P x -P x )(v) e U x .
2 -2 Hence for any xeM P x = P x • P x and consequently P x = P x , this Moreover from (20) it follows that t is w-skew-synmetric.
-1150 - determined by T, is a pseudo-Riemannian metric on M of signature (n,n), and g is t-compactible with u.
Using (19) and (23) (ii) S(T) is a pseudo-Riemannian metric on M of signature (n,n) , (iii) there exist on M the natural almost product structure t of dimension (n,n) such that u and g are t-compactible, (iv) the almost product structure t on, induced by T, determines a decomposition of tangent bundle TM into the Whitney sum of u-Lagrangian subbundles V and U, which are g-isotropic too.
